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Measuring credibility of compensatory preference statements
when trade-offs are interval determined

Carlos A. Bana e Costa
Philippe Vincke

.  Abstract

The  purpose  of this  paper  is  to  study  how  an  overall  fuzzy  preference
relation  can  be  constructed  in  the  compensatory  context  of the  "§inple
additive  difference  model",  when imprecision  on  the  trade-offs  has  to  be
taken into account. Three credibility indices of preference are analysed and
iuustrated by a numerical  example. Arguments  are  presented  supporting
the use  of the  third  index,  for which  an interesting transitivity property
(which was an open problem) is proved.

Kevwords:     Multicriteria Decision Aid, com|]ensation, interval trade-offs,
linear additive model.

1. Introduction

Our problem i§  to  measure  the  degree  of credibility  to  be  assigned  to the
statement "a is preferred to a" in a simple additive difference model where
the trade-offs are imprecisely defined: section 2 introduces all the necessary
definitions and gives a precise formulation of the problem. In section 3, we
recall some suggestions already presented in the fiterature to define binary
indices   of  preference,   as   well   as   the  idea   of  progressive   reduction  of
incomparability.

The  main  Section  is  the  fourth  one,  where  three  credibility  indices  are
successively proposed  and  studied.  In  particular,  we  prove  that  the  fuzzy
relations defined by these indices are max-min transitive. In the conclusion,
we present some argmments in favour of the third index.
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2. Formulation of the problem

Let:

•    A = {a, b, c ,... }, be a set of potential actions or dedsion opportunities.

•..,  g,„   ...,   g„   ...,  gA),   a  family  of  independent  criteria  g,
...,  n) , wl\ere g, ±s z\ refierence criterion.

•    £p(a) = a,\(a) ,..., gj(a) ,..., gn(a)), the score-profile on F, of an z\c6on a E
A; gj(a) is the score of a by criterion g, (j = 1 ,..., n), expressed by a real
"imber. For any two actions a and b ofA, the difference of scores gj(a) -
gj(b) is positive if and only if a is Oocally) better than b on criterion g,
The notation gj(a, b) = g/a) -gj(b) will be used in appendix 1.

•     F,+(a,6)  =  {gj€F,:g,(a)-g,(6)>0},

F,-(a, b)  = {gj € F, : gj (a) -g, (b) = 0},

F,-(a, 6)  =  {gj € F, : gj (a) -g.; (6) < 0}.

Clearly, these three subsets of criteria define a partition Of F,. Moreover,
F,.(a,b)=F,-(a,a).   If  F,-(a,b)   is   an   empty   set   (F,-(a,b)al2j)   and
I;i(a, b) = ®, a strictly dominates 6  (az, b).  h this paper "dominance"
will be used instead of "strict dominance".

The  conflicting  nature  of  the  criteria  lies  precisely  in  the  fact  that
F,+ (a, b) and F,-(a, a) (respectively, the sub-sets of criteria favoural]le to
a, and favourable to b) aLre often simultaneously non empty.

•    sj, the trade-off rate between criteria gj and g, defined as the gain ong,
that comnensates exactly the loss of one unit on gj.  In other wards, Sgiv is
such that action a is (globally) indifferent to an action a' such that:

gfrc['1--gfra)-1,
8'J:a.`)--8'J/a)+sj',
8 H{¢' ) -- a hi{a) ,  V h ± j ,r .

Values  Sot  s,,  ()  --  1 ,...,  n)  aLre  interngriteria  data.  0[ course,  SIT  --  1.
Without loss of generality, let sfr < 1, V j ± r (this hypothesis can always
be settled by an appropriate choice of units).

ENIUFSC2
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h this franework, given any two actions a and a of A, one possible way to
comparetheirscore-profile§consistsinfrodingoutwhetheroraotthe¢oca!J
aduautnges of a over b compenecte for Che advcintoges of b over cL. '"s ide±,
inherent in  multicriteria  aggregation  procedures  of the  compeusa!ory  type
(see  H3ouyssou,  1986]),  can  be  translated  by  a  sjmpfe  addftfue  d!#erence
flLnetion

g(a,6,=£s`,.[gj(a,-g`.,6,I,
j

and state that (Model 1):

where P and J are transitive relations. I

Nevertheless, in practice the s,., are often badly determined, either because
it is  illusory  or  difficult  to  define  a  precise  value  for  ea:h  trale-'`ff,  or
because it is unrealistic to consider that all involved actors will 8~Tee tlpon
the same unique value for each  s ,.,.  However,  a  comprorise  can often be
obtained on lower (in,.) and upper (",.) bounds between which each trade-off
rate may vary. (This is one of the types of poor infer-criferia inrornraSion .
introduced in H3ana e Co§ta,  1990a,  §  2.4.1].)  h this  paper,  we  win then
concentrate  on  the  study  of  those  decision  situations  where  it  is  only

possible to define for each s,., an interval of indetermination

lr.I < s I, < Mj, V  j ± r .

The use of s!ricc inequalities derives directly from the fact that in, and M,
nu§t come  from  prior  strict (overall)  preference judgements  and  not from
indifference ones (see Hazen, 1986, p. 298]).

Onewayoftacklingtheindete.rhinationproblemistodefineseveralvectors
of Single values for the  sj, within the respective intervals of variation, and
to analyse the stability of model 1 for the various vectors (for an exanple,
see [Kirkwood,  1982]). Nevertheless, as remarked in nana e Costa,  1990a,

p.377],thisproceduredoesnotdirectlyandspecificallydealwithinprecise
trade-offs,beingonlyawayofbypassingtheproblen.

ENE/UFSC
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As   an  alternative,   we  propose   a  constrzicti(/e   approach   consisting  of
analyBing hojy.cr!dibzf  the  ztamhing bv  comtranmtlon ia  to  vahidate  the-
fimGrt±on -action a iB doballv better than action  A-(ape) when the tmdeL
offi are imoreciselv determined. for each pair of actions a and 6 OfA. More

pprecisely, our approach consists of defining three possifole measures. Of the
de|9ree of credfb!/ity to be assigned to apb based on the study of the sign(s)
taken by g(a, a) when in, < sj, < M,j = 1 ,..., n andj € r.

I,et `is first show how to obtain, by appropriate coBibinations of the lower
and upper bounds in/ and n4 0. = 1 ,..., n andj = r), lower and upper bounds
Sot g(a, b) and g(b, a)..

nho < g(a, b) <  Mat,
mb® < g(b, CL)  <  Mba

where  /rzbe = -Mab  and   "ha =-mb..

aiecallthat/I.a)=Zsj,.[gj(a)-g,(b)I.
j

Sinrilady, g(b, a) = I sj,{g/(b) -g/(a)] = -g(a, a).
j

Note also that  g(a, b) + g(b, a) = g(a, c), V a, b, c e A.)

The "positive" contribution of each criterion gj of fy(a, b)  to make credible
the  assertion  apb  can  be  represented,  in  score  units  of the  reference
chterion  g„  by  the  expression  s,,.[gj(a)-gj(a)I  (function  of  s/,).  Thus,  a

possible   definition   for   the   overall   advantage   of  a   over  a   consists  in
aggregating these positive diferences by letting

g+(a,a) = I  sj,.[gj(a)-gj(a)]               Orotation.: I  =     Z    ).
®b                                                                                                      .b          ''.F.` (a.b'

This overall advantage is opposed by the overall disadvantage

g-(a, 6) = £   sj,.[g,(6) Lgj(a)].
b®

Note that  g(a, a) = I sj,[gj(a)-g,(6)] = g+(a, a) -g-(air a),
j

4 ENE/UFSC
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since the  criteria of F,.(a, 6)  are  supposed to  play  a neutral  role in the
comparison  between   a   and   a   (coDcerning   the   rea§ohableaess   of  this,

kypothesis, See H3ouy§§ou, 1986]).

Similarly,  g(b, a) = g+(6, a) -g-(6, a),
where

Clearly,

g`(b,c''--g-(a,b'
8-(b,a)--g+(a,b,.

Fton  mj  <  sj,  <  Mj,  V j±r,  bo`inds  for  g+(a,b),  g-(a,b),  g+(b,cL)   and

g-(b, a) can now be defined:

m£  <  g+(a' 6)  <  Ma+I

in-.b  <  8-(a., b)  <  M=b
aha                 in+to  <  g+(b,a) < ML
aul                in-to  < g-(b,a) < M=

where:

m£ = nz= = I   in,..[g,.(a) -8,.(a)I and Ma+6 =

ma=ng=£m,.[g/(6)-g,.(a)]andMa-b=
ha

It is easy to see that

Tn®b -- in+ob -  M=b

Mch =  M:b - Tn=ab

mha = m£ - A4i
Mbo =  Mk - 1TE®

or, identically,

nLb = in+ab ~  ML

Mch =  M®+b -  TrEL

mbe -- mta -  Mn+b

Mbe =  ML -Tn:+ho.

"/.[g`.(a,-g`(6,],

„'..[g`.(b,-g,,a,].

ENE/UFSC 5
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3. Reasoning in terms of additive dominance
3.1. Constructlon of a binary Index of preference

To analyse the |]reference §ifuatioD betweeD two actions a and a,  oae can

propose to observe the position of the inlerual lirLb,  Mabt relatively to the ziro
of the  d!#ereace  r%accfon  g(a,a),  as  suggested  by  Roy  [1973]  (see  also
[Jacquet-Lagreze, 1975]). Obviously, only three situations can arise (see fig.
1):

ng, 2 0,y
„a6 S 0'
" < 0 < „®'.

INSERT Fig. 1  Axis g(a, a)

It  is  natural   to  consider  that   mh.   2  0   (respectively,   Ma6   S  0)  is   an
iadisputably credible  argument  to  recommend  apb  (respectivoly.  bpa)  2.
Therefore, the only doubtful cases are those were n.Lb < 0 < "ai.

The traditional  option in the  decision hiterature is  to  adopt the  following

preference stmcture,  called additive  dominance (a+,) in nana e Co§ta,
1990a]:

(Model 2)
i(o' b) = 1,

i(b, c.) = 1,

i(a, b) --0        (ineomparability)

where P is a transitive relation and i is a binary !ndef of ouera!j pro/erab£!!fy.

One may define i = i, such that:

V a,a e A:
I.,(a,b)=1    iff     mch20,

i,(b,a)=1    iff     Afaes0i

i,(a, b)=I.,(b, a)=O     otherwise.

The  dominance  relation  is,  of co`irse,  included  in  the  additive  dominance
relation (a,  c a+f ). The cases of additive dominance can be easily detected
by formulating the indetermination problem as  a linear program (see,  for
example, [Sarin, 1977]):

ENE/UFSC
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mirimi§e g(a, 6) = Z sj,[gj(a) -gj(6)I,
J`

sul)ject t03:
rr.j<sj,<M}    (j--i ..., n  and  j±r),
s"=1

If g(a, a) > o  then  a a., a.

An  equivalent  reasoring  consists  in  analysing  the  preference  situation
betweea a and b in the plane (g.(a, a), g+(6, a)) a§ suggested by Jacquet.
Lagreze  [1982].  Based on  in:„  Ma+„  mL  and  M£, the rectangle  j3a,  can be
defined (see fig. 2), and then one may define i = £2 Such that (see fig. 3):

V a,h € A`.
j2(a,a)=1    iff    j3.b c:{half-planes.(a,a)2g+(a,a)},
i2(b,a)=1    iff    jia. c:{half-planeg+(a,a)Sg'(a,a)},
j2(a, b)=!.2(b, a)=O     otherwise.

INSERT Fig. 2  Plane a+(a, a), g+(a, a))
AND Fig. 3  Positions of rectangle Rb

hdex £2 leads to the same preference struct`ire (model 2) as index i, because
rng6 = in:e - Mi and Ma6 =  We+6 - pr; imply

h(a, b) = i\(c\, b), V c.,b E A.

A   third   reasoning   consists   in   analysing   the   problem   in   the   (a-1
dimensional) space a/ Che !rade-a/Traces sj, 0. ± r), where the bounds in,. and
d4,  define  a  para//e!apjpecz  V.  Taking  into  account  the  relative  position
between V and the jndj#Terence dyperp/One g(a, a) = 0, one may define £ = £®
such that:

V a,i) € A:.
j3(a,b)=1    iff    Vab c{half-spaceg(a,a)20},

j3(b,a)=1    iff     Va. c:{half-spaceg(a,b)SO},

£3(a,b)=t(b,a)=O     otherwise.

Fig.  4  illustrates  this  situation  for  n  =  3  a,  is  taken  as  the  reference
criterion).  Unfortunately,  the  representation  in  the  plane  is  no  longer

possible for n > 3.

ENE/UFSC 7
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INSERT Fig. 4 Po§§ible positions of paral]elepiped V

hdex i. is equivalent to the other two, since

ma|  >  0    iff    rna+6  >  "i     e    V{Sj,}ev,ZS„[g,.(a)-g,.(6)]>0,
J

"ed  >  0    iff    h4a+A  >  m£     a    V{S,.,}e  V,Z  Sj,[g/(a)-g/(6)]<0.

We therefore get

i.(a,b}--i2(a,b)=t(a,b),Vc\,b€A.

3.2. Progressive reduction of lncomparabillty

A preference System based upon Model  2 is in general  poor, for it leads to
many  incomparability  cases.   Nevertheless,   it  provides   the   actors  with
inportant   information   about   the   relative   merits   of  the   actions,   the
discussion of which can e` e;-it. i.ally gtive ris'.: to a new consensus on narrower
intervals of indetermination than the ; rritial ones. This interactive leaning

process can lead to a progressjue red&cljo" a/ iueomparabjlffy, and thus to a
sequence of successively richer preference systems, although the credibility
of the arguments validating a pb  simultaneously decrease. This rea§oliing
was  already  present  in  Htoy,   1971,  p.  258]  and,  according  to  Roy  and
Bouys§ou  [1993,  p.  289],  it  was  used  for  the  first  time  in  the  so-called
"method   of  progressive   reduction   of  incomparability"   developed  in  the

sixties to compare alternative layouts for the A86 highway in the retion of
Paris (see [de Montgolfier and Bertier, 1978, chapter IX] for a description of
this case; a critical analysis can be found in [Bana e Costa, 1990b]).

h  the  framework  of value  and  utility  approaches,  RErkwood  and  Sarin
[1985]  propose  a  method  "for  ranking  multiattribute  actions  with parfjaj
information al)out the attribute  weights." (Note that, on the one hand, the
authors refer to parfi.a/ information, what we call poor irformation, and, on
the  other hand,  they never explicitly use  the  terln I.r.comparab!jify). They
apply  the  method  "to  preliminary  selection  of  materials  for  shaft  and
borehole plugging for mined  geologic nuclear waste repositories in basalt",
following  the   sequence   of  phases . of  analysis:   dorni.nonce   aroJysis   (no
a§s`imptions made about inter-criteria data) i disccissi.on of fhe results i

ENEruFsc
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agneemenf on !uter-cri€erf a de¢a (in their case, a rank-order of the weighting
i:nstan:ts)  +  c\dditiue  dominance  analysis  based  on  this  inforTnation  +.
disci.ssfon o/ Che neon resu!Cs (a partial ranling of the actions). However, no .
attempt  was  made   to   contract  the   domain   of  indetermination  more.
Progressive reduction of incomparabhity clearly appears in the appr6ach of
Hazen [1986, § 4] to the choice problem of a site to locate a nuclear plan (see
[Keeney and Nair, 1977]), where he analyses three successively richer levels
of interval inter-criteria data.

4. Defining compensatory credibility indices of preference
4.1. Introduction to the notion ot credibility index

An alternative (or complementary) reasoning to the progressive reduction of
incomparability approach consists in defining a cred!b£!jty fnde= of (overall)

preference (op). As said in § 2, the goal is to measure how credib;e are the
results of the.simple additive difference compensatory model to validate the
assertion  apb  under  conditions  of interval  iliformation  on  the  trade-off
rates  sj,.  In  the  terminology  of Fuzzy  Sets  Tnt.Cry,  op  i=  .i  n..embership
fimction defining a fuzzy preference relation (see [Siskos e! a/.,1984, § 2.1]
and [Zi-ermann, 1990]). We will study three alternative definitions c„ c2,
and c3, for o„ generalising the binary indexes defined in § 3.1, respectively
i„ !„ and £3. The indexes c* are real-valued functions that fulfil the following
logic  requlremeDts   for  a  compensatory  credibility  index   (see   H`oy  and
Bouyssou,  1993, pp.  276-277]  for more general  definitions):  V fe  €  (1, 2, 3},
V a, a € A:

ZJ     Actions a and b are involved in the computation of cA(a, a) only through
their performance-vectors £,(a) aLnd ff (a) ;

2J      cA:AXAi[0,1],i.e.OSc(a,b)S1,and:

•       ci(a,b) = 1 when actiona additivelydominates actionb :

aa+f6ezs,,.[g,(a)-g,.(6)]>0,V{s,,};
j

•       ct(a,a) = 0 whenaction a additivelydominates actiona (ba+f a);

3J     ci(a,a)  is  a  non  decreasing  monotonic  function  of g,.(a)  and  a  nan
iricreasing  monotoliic function of g,{b), for all  g,. € F,.

9
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Forexanple,indexc,(a,a),generalisingindex!](a,a),variesbetween0and
1, and it win be as near to 1 as the proportion of the interval ]nL" .Med[ oD.
the aegative side of the axis g(a, a) is small; it will be as near to a as that ,
proportion is large (See fig.  1). This reasoning was suggested by Roy [1974],
and  it  is  firfuer  investigated  in  Htoy  et  Bonyssou,   1993,   §   5..3.2.3].
Sirfuariy,   the   indexes   c2(a,a)    and   c3(a,b)    (generalising   i2   aid   £„
respectively) also vary between 0 and 1, and their defirition is based upon
the proportion of the rectangle j3., (respectively the parauelepiped V) lying
in the half-plane (respectively the half-space) where a is better than a (see
fig. 2 and fig. 4). Index c3 has been proposed by Bana e Cosfa [1988].

4.2. Definitlon and properties o{ Index a,

As   stated   above,   index   a,   is   based   upon   the  pos£££on   of  fhe   !ute"aj

]ma„.Ma.[u/#hrespeccfoCheorigin(see fig.1),andisdefinedasfollows:

cl(a, b)  =
Mob

M.b-Tr.ch

1

if  Ma` i 0'

if  in a, < 0 < Mch ,

if  me, 20.

Theorem 1 : index c, satisfies the following properties:

(!J        0Sc,(a,a)S1,Va,b€A.;

(i!J       ci(a,6)+  c,(a,a)  =1,Va,6€A;

(ii,i)    Vo>uZ,Va,b,c€A..
c,(a, 6) 2 a and c,(a, c) 2 a 5  c,(a, c) 2 a.

Proof:  r!J     obvious;
/::J    results from  Mab = -rrz6a and  7rha = -Ma..

(!i!J  see armex 1.1.

Comments:

hdex c, is easy to  .ompute,  and it has also the  advantage of leading to a
(fuzzy) preference relation such that, if one retains from the  graph of the
relation the arcs with c. 2 a (a-cut), the respective (nan-fuzzy) relation is a

parfia;  pre-order   (!ransiciue   rela!{on),   for   all   a  >   V2.   Obviously,   this

ENE/UFSC
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property  greatly  simplifies   the   exploitation  of  the  relation.   2%e  nzafn
drazo6acfe  of fndee a,  !s  fhe racf that aJZ points [n fhe  futertyoj  ]ma„ M.,[.

pdry an jdencjca! rode !n its defini.cion. Note that,  even being true that it
only exists a set (sj„ j = 1 ,..., n: in,. < s,., < M,} for which g(a, a) =  Met, there
are many other sets yielding the same value g(a, a) = 3; (n, < I < dfa,). That
is, picking up randomly a vector of acceptable values for the trade-off rates,
the probability that  g(a, b)  = x e  [Tnob,  M.b| is not a corLstaut funL:tion of =,
even accepting that, for all /., all values of s,., between mj and „, bave the
same probability of being selected.

•     4.3. Definition and properties of index q

The definition of c2 is based upon the representation, in the plane, of the
advantages and disadvantages of a over b (see fig. 5). The larger the part of
the rectangle J3a. in the  retho, n of the plane where  g+(a, b)2 g-(a, b)  (e

g(a,a)  2  0),  the  more  credible  the  assertion  apb  will  be.  Index  c2  is
ther3fore  based  upon  tile  pcsit;.on  .f Jia. relatively to  the indifference  line

g+(a, b) = g-(a, b), and it is definer: as follows :

c2(a, a)  =

0                      if  „2 Sin:6,
1                     if  in:,2„L,

[S:6]/[j3ab]     Otherwise

where  [R..]  is  the  area  of I?ah  and  [S:.]  is  the  area  of the  intersection

between Rab and the half-plane g+ (a,  b) 2 g-(a,  6) .

INSERT Fig. 5  Definition of c8

Theorem 2: index c2 satisfies the following pro|)erties:

(iJ        0Sc2(a,a)S1,Va,beA;

(ii)      c2(a,b)  +  c2{b,c.)  =\,Va,b€A.,

(i,i,i)    V a > tl2, V a, b, c a A:.
C8(a, a)2 a and c2(a, c)  2 a a c2(a, c) 2 a.

Proof:  /£J and /!£J are obvious.

(..i!)   see aLrmex 1.2.

ENE/UFSC 11
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C;omnents:

Like c„ index c2 leads to an easy to exploit inca:.m!n fraus£Ciue refotion . rf
also  has  the  advantage   of  allowing  a  graphic  representation  easy  to
interpret (note however, that the plane varies for each pair (a, b)). inwev6r,
the computation of c2 is much less straightforward than that of c„ Jndea; c2
has £Ae same drazubacle as c„ since all the |]oints of j3a, play the same role in
its defiliition (similar reasoning to the one used for c,). rHfs facc gfues rise fo

problems    of   sttbsfan££ue    meonfng/essness    (French,    1988,    p.329])    of
stc[teTneTits inuoluing eith,er c, or cz.

RegivarAs.. index c, can also be found on the basis of fig. 5 Since

cl(a' 6)  =
OA:        DAM- __ 9 ± __ 9 4

MOB-mob        A[B        AB

c,(a, a)  i§ therefore the proportion of the diagonal of Ra, lying in the half-
plane  g+ (a,  b) 2 g-(a,  6) . So, if (Ma+. -in:,) =  0 or (A4a-6 -mL) =  0, one has
c2(a, b)  = ct(a, b). Note also that c,(a, b) is the properti!on of ++^e perimeter of
j3a, situaLted in the half-plane g... (a,  a) 2 g-(a,  a) . Then, if c2la, a)  = V2, the
indifference line contains the centre of Ra„ and so, if c2(a, b)  =  1/2, one has
a,(a, b) = c2(a, b) = 1/2. It can also be shown that :

IfcL(a, b)  21/2, one has c2(a, b) 2 c`(a, b).

4.4. Definition and properties of index c]

We are looking for the  definition of a credibility index which will  give fhe
sane fmportonce !o each sec  (s,.„ j = 1 ,..., n: mj < s„ < ",), in order to avoid
the meaningfulness  I)roblems  of c,  and c2.  To  achieve  this  purpose,  let us
consider in 9t~-I the parallelepiped:

V = ((sj',j ± r,: mj < s`.' < "`.).

• The larger the part of V in the region corresponding to g(a, b) 2 0, the more
credible  the  assertion  apb  will  be.  Index  ca  is  therefore  based  upon  the

position of V relatively to the indifference hyper|)lar`.e:

g(a, a) = 0 e I s,.,{g,.(a) -g,.(b)] = 0
'
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and i§ defined as follows (see fig. 6):

ca(al a)  =

0                  if  v£=®,
1                  if  v£=V,

tva+4] / [V]     Otherwise

where  [V]  is  the  hypervolume  of V  and  [Va.b]  is  the  bypervolume  of the
intersection V;, between V alid the portion of the space where g(a, a) 2 0.

INSERT Fig. 6  Definition of c3(a, b) for 3 criteria

Theorem 3 : index c3 Satisfies the following properties:

(!J        0SC3(a,b)S1,Va,b€A;

(ii)       c®(a,b)+  c3(b,c.)  =1,Va,beA.,

(its)    Vc5>U2,Va,b,ceA:.
C8(a, b) .2 a and c3(6, c) 2 a 5 c3(a, c) 2 a.

Proc-f:  /t:J a```d (!!J are obvious.

(I!!J   see armex 1.3.

kemarhs-.

(::(:::):::(:;:;:::(:;:;::::::'':::::::;:,,
(See § 2.1).

If  c3   =   I/2,   the   indifference   hyperplane   contains   the   centre   of  the

parallelepiped V, and therefore

£ [("`. + n?., , 2].g'(a, a,  =  0.j
Then,  Ma® + nLb = 0  and thus c,  =  U2, i.e. c,(a, a)  = c3(a, a)  if c3(a, a)  = 1/2.

It can also be sbown that ([Trejos,1991]) c,(a, a)  < ca(a, a) if c3(a, a) > 1/2.

Some researchers have  studied the  sub-domain Va  of the  domain V where
each action a  of A is the  best (for the  three-dimensional  case,  see H}ana e
Costa, 1988]). h the framework of the simple additive difference model, the
analytical definition of this sub-domain is:
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Va={{S„}€V:}s„[g,(a)-g/(6)]>0,V6eA\{a}}.

It i§ easy to see that the sub-domains Va, V„ V„ ... make up a partition of .
the domain V, and that Ve = V in the particular case where an action a .is
(additively)  optimal  (i.e.,  a   additively  dominates  all  the  other  ;ctions:
a a+p b, V 6 e A \ {a}). Identically, V. is empty if a is (additively) dominated
by all the other actions. Extending to the choice problem the compelisatory
rea§ohing introduced in § 4.1, one could propose to measure the strength of
the  arguments  validating  the  assertion  "a  is  the  best  action  in A"  by  a
credibility fuliction c(a) : A i [0,1] defined by c(a) = [Va]/[V], where [Vo] i§
the (hy|)erivolume of Va and [V]  is the volulne of V. The meaning of a(a) is
also dear:. it represents the probability that the sinple  odditiue di,ffierenee
mode/  ua/!deles  the  assertion  "a  is  the  best  action  in A".  Note  that,  by
definition

Zc(a, = 1.
aul

•Charnetski  are  Soland  [1978  and  1979]  followed  a  Similar  reasoning  in

their "comparative  hypervolune  criterion"  (see  also  Eiselt  and  Laporte,
1992]), which is inspired by the notion of "domain criterion" introduced by
Starr [1962 and 1966] (see also [Schneller and Sphicas, 1983]).

One could be interested in t,he case where the credibility of the trade-offs is
not  uniformly  distributed  over  the  intervals,  as  for  example  in  [Bana  e
Costa,  1990b].  In  this  more  general  case,  no  result  exists  at  the  moment
about the transitivity of some indices.

5. Conclusion

We have shown how it is possible to build a fu.zzy preference relation when,
using a simple  additive  difference model,  one  wishes  to  take  into  account
the inaccurate nature of an interval determination of the trade-offs. As can
be seen in the numerical example (appendix 2), the three indices introduced
here are different (as well as the ne§ted families of relations generated by
the  cuts).  Each  of  them  has   some   advantages   and   disadvantages,   as
explained in the previous sections. Maybe an advantage of index c3 is that it

gives identical importance to all sets,(s,.„j = 1 ,..., n: in,. < s„ < Mj), which it
is  not  the  case  for  c,   and  c2.  Moreover,  the  meaning  of  c3  is  clear:  it
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tapneserrts   the   probabittty   that   the   sinple   additive   diffierenee   rrrodel
ualidefes the assertion a pb.

The geometric representation of c3 is obviously inpossible for n > 4, but in
practice the prindple underlying the definition of c3 can easily be explain .to
the actors on the basis of an exanple with 3 criteria. The computation of the
values  of c3 requires  computational  means:  for this  purpose,  the PROBE
software ba§ been developed (mama e Co§ta and Feneira,1992]) based.oD
the  algoritbm  presented  in  ELasserre,  1983]  which  exploits  an  algebraic
recureut formula for the volume of a convex polyhedron in 9t".
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Appendix 1 : Proofs of Theorems 1 -/J././7, 2-/J.l.J7 et 3-/J.J.J)

•  Annexe 1.1 : Proof of Theorem 1-/i.i.i./

Theorem 1-(ii£J:  V a > ri, V a, a, c € A :
c] (a, b) 2 a and c,(b, a) 2 a 5  c](a, c) 2 a.

Proof:          Wehave                                            Orotation:Z=        I       ):
de         .Jla,»e,l,)>g}`e,

E[„,g,ta,c,]=£{„,[g,ta,„+g,t6,c,]]+£{„,[gjta,„+g,t6,c,]]
•£(",[gJ(a,6,+g,(6,c,])

=Z["Jgj(a.6)I+E[n4,g,(6,c)]+Z[",g,(a,6)]
be

-£[",g,(a,6)I+£[",g,(6.c)I-E[M,g,.(6ic)];

sindarl3',

E[m,g,ta,c,]=E[m,g,ta,a,I+E[m,gjt6,c,]_E[m,g,ta,6,I
+£[m,g,(a,6)]-£[mjg,(a,c)I+Z[m,.gj(6,C)];

bco

§0

d4co  =  Z [",.g,.(a, c)] +  Z  [m,.g,.(a, c)]
Qe®a

--Mob  +  Mb¢  +  K,      where ..

K = E I(Mj  -in,)g,(a, 6)I -£ [(M,.  -in,)g,(a, 6)]

+ £ [("`  -m`,g`(6, c,] -a [(M`  -.mJ,g,(6, c,]  s  o.

Similarly, it can be proved that

in ce  -- in ®b  +  in be  -  K .

Let a > 1/2, c,(a, 6) 2 a and c,(a, a) 2 a, i.e.

1,(:a:2  a.(Ma6 -ma6).

2  a.(Mbe -mbe).
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We want to prove that

Mac  2  a.(Mce -mac).  i.e.

"a."be+jr20.I("a6-ma6)+("fe-mbe)+2jr],

whicbcaneasilybededucedfromtheinequalities(1),o>1/2andjrsO.I

Annexe 1.2: Proof of Theorem 2-//././/

Theorem 2+i!£J:  V a > 1/2, V a, a, a € A :

C2 (a, a) 2 a and C8 (b, a) 2 a a . c2 (a, c) 2 a.

Proof: We give the proof for the case where S®.„ S; and S: are trapezoids,
as in fig. 5.

We have alreariy srnoun (see annex 1.1) that

df:  =";+M£+K,    where

jri  = E [n4,g,.(a, 6)]  -Z [M,g,.(a, 6)]
cnd

+ £ I"'8`(6' c,, -Z I"`g'.(6' c,I.
ha`

Identically, we have

m=  -E [m,g,,a, c,] -£ (in,[g,,a" + g,.,a, c,])

+£{m,.[g,(a,6)+g,.(6,c)]}+£{m,.[g,(a,6)+g,(6,c)]}

= Z hgj.(ai 6)I - Z h.g,.(a, 6)] + Z [ni.g,.(6, c)]
ab                                      ca .-.--be
-I [n?g,(a, c)] + I [ngg,(6, c)] + Z hg,(a, a)]

ha                                      ac.                                      bee

=mL+in:-jr2,    where
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a = Z [mjg,.(a, 6)] + Z [m,.g,.(a, c)]
co,                                        ad

- I [mjg,.(6. C)] - I [m/g,.(a, 6)].
a€b                                              bee

Sinilarly, it can be proved that

M:co --  M:b + M+b. + K\.

Remember also from annex 1.1 that

Mce  -~  Mob  +  Mbe  +  K      where

K = = [(M,  -in,)g,(arty] -= [(M,  -in,)g,(arty]

+ = [("/  -m`,g`(b, c,] -E [("/  -m`.)gJ(a, a,]  S  o.

= K, + K; .

Let a > L/2, c2(a, b) 2 a and c2(a, c)  2 ci, i.e.

(M®6+Ma+A-MA+A)(Mi-in+ha)

2(A4:, -in:A )(„i -mi )
(Mbe + M:. -M:b)(Me+h -m=h)

2(„± -in i )(„;, -in a )

which is equivalent to

(2)

20'

20

"a. + Ma+. -M£  2  20.(A4a+. -in:),
"4c + M; -Mc+.  2 2o.(M; -m=).

We want to prove that

(Afce + „= -„= )(„= -in a )
2(„= -m= )(A4= -m= )

20

Mac + A4: -M:  2 2o(M: -m=),

Or

i.e.
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MQ\ + Mb. + K + M.aL + M= + K ` -M= -M+be -K i

2 2o(M£ + nf; + jr] ~ mL -m= + Jr2)

Or

(dfch+";-n4£)+(Mbe+";-"£)+K
22o[(„i-in:,)+("i-m=)+Jr],

which can easily be deduced from the inequalities (2), a > I/2 and jrs 0|

By identical reasoning, the sane property can be proved for the cases where
S: and/ors= and/ors:  are triangles..

Annexe 1.3:..Proof of Theorem 3-///./)

TiieDrcm 3-/£££J:  V a > V2, V a, a, a € A :
C3 (a, b) 2 a and C3 (b, a) 2 a a  c3 (a, c) 2 a.

Proof:  From  here  on,  we  denote  by  Ha.  the  indifference  hyperplane  of
actions a and b, i.e. the hyperplane of equation g(a, b) = 0.

Iiemma: If, V a >1/2, V a, a, a € A : c3(a, b) = a = c3(a, a) implies c3(a, a) 2 a,

then (iii) is true.

Indeed, let c®(a, a) 2 a and ca(a, a) 2 a, and let

p = Din (c3(a, b), c.(b, c)) =   c®(6, a) (for example).

Let a'  be  a (real or fictitious) action such that gj(a')  = g,.(a),  V g, I g,  and

g,(a')=g,(a)-1,^beingsuchthat[Vat.]=[V;].

UDder  these  conditions,   the  indifference  hyperplanes  Hab   aLnd  H..6  are

parallel in 9tn-I (see fig. 7) and:

C®(a', b)  = c3(b, c)  = p 2 a.

INSERT Fig. 7  Translation of Hch
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We therefore bave

[v=]-[v.tc]

and, by hypothesis,

c3(a,' a) 2 p.

So,

C3(a, C) 2  c3(a', c) 2 I 2 a..

Now,  to  complete  the  proof of Theorem  3+I.i£J,  we just  need  to  proof the
following theorem:

Theorem 3': V a >1/2, V a, b, c € A : [c3(a, 6) =  c3(a, a) = o] 9 C3(a, a) 2 a.

Proof:

Mayer and Reisnf!r []931., I,.  3€4]  orove a theorem,  the first part of which
can be rewritten as follows:

•       let vby an o-symmetric convex body in 9t® and let  1/2 < cr < 1. There

exists an O-Symmetric convex body V® c V with the following property:
for every support hyperplane of V®, we have [VH+] / [V]  = a, where [V;I
is the hypervolume of the intersection V„. between V and the half space
bounded by ff which contains Vo.

We can deduce from this theorem that,  V  a €  ]1/2,  1[,  any hyperplane A
such that [V#.]/[V]  =  a is a support hyperplane of V®.  Indeed,  if this was
not the case, there would exist a Support hypaplane ff' of V, parallel to jl,
suchthat[VH+,]/[V]=o,whichisobviouslyimpossible.

Let Ha. and Hde be two hyperplanes such that

1,2<#=#=o<1.

Ha. and ZJbe are support hypexplanes of V® and we have

v;c{va+6nv;}cv:,
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the last inclusion being a direct consequence of the fact that g(a, c) = g(a, a)
+ g(a, c), V a, b, c € A. From there results:

#>#=o,
i.e.

C3(a, a) 2 a.

Finally, in the particular case where c3(a, b) =  c3(b, a) = 1 we halve

V£ = Vj = V '

which inplies that
V==V

and

c3(a, C) = 1.I

Appendix 2: Numerical example

LetA = {a„ a2, a3, a4) be a set of actions whose scores on three criteria g„ g2
and g3 ¢, being the reference criterion) are shown in table I, where 1 and 0
are, respectively, the best and worse scores on each criterion.

Table I  Scores ol the actions

a, • .

a' 1 0 0

a, a.6 1 0

al 0.5 0 1

a` 0.4 2/3 1

The  intervals  of indetemination  of the  trade-off rates  s2,  and  s3,  are  the
following (obviously, .s„ = 1):

0.3 < s2l  < 0.7

0.3 < sol  < 0.6.
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In the plane (s2,, s3,), these inequalities define the rectangle J3 shown in fig. 8,
X„ X2, X3 and X, being the vertices of A. Fig. 8 also shows the indifferenc.e
lines between all pairs  of actions  (on each side of an indifference line, the

preferred  action  is  indicated).  From  table  I,  we  can  define  directly  the
respective equations:

g(al , a2 ) = 0
9(al , a3 ) = 0
g(a, , a` ) = 0
8(02 , o3 ) = 0

8(a2 I o` ) = 0

g(a3 , a' ) = 0

e    0.4-s2l=O
e    0.5-s3l=O
e    0.6-2/3.S2,-S3|=O
e     0.1+S2]-S3i=o

e     0.2+IV3.S2,-S3i=O

e    0.1-2/3.S2,=0

INSERT Fig. 8  Representation of the problem in the plane
of the ,trade-off rates S2„ Sol

T`Ire values of index c3 are given in table H-3, and fig.11-3 slows,  Lt.|a grapr.
ol   the    respective    fuzzy   preference   relation,    allowing   an    irmediate
verification of transitivity. Note that a. additively dominates a® (c3 (a„ q) = 1)
since A is entirely included in the half-plane where a, Pa3.

For each pair of actions, fig. 9 shows the values of the lower (mob) and upper
(„ab)  bounds  of g(a, b),  and  their position  relative  to  the  0  of axis  g(a, a),
thereby allowing the computation of the values of index c`. Note here that all

points  of  the  intersection  between  each  line   g(a, b)=le   (parallel   to  the
indifference line g(a, b) = 0 ) and t.he rectangle R (see fig. 8) are projected on
the  Same  point  of axis  g(a, b).  This  situation is iuustrated  in fig.  9 by the

projections of the points X„ X2, X3 and X,.

Table 11-1 gives the values of index c,  and fig.  11-1 shows the graph of the
corresponding fuzzy preference relation.

INSERT Fig. 9  Representation in axis g(a, a), for all a, a € A

Concerning index c2,  fig.  10  shows  in the  plane  (g.(a, a), g.(a, a)),  for each

pair of actions a, b € A,  the position of rectangle j3ab defined by the lower and
upper bounds in:„  Ma+„ ink, ^4i, the' values of which are also indicated in the
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fig. 10. Note that all points in the intersection between each line g(a, b) = A
(parallel to the indifference line g(a, A) = 0) and the rectangle R (fig. 8) al..e
projected on the same point of rectangle j3a. (fig. 10); furthemore, all points
in   the   intersection   of   each   line   parallel    to    the    indifference   line
g+(a, b) = g+(b, a) e g(a, b) = 0  with rectangle j3e,  (fig.  10)  are pro]tcted  on
the same point of aris g(a, b) (fig. 9). These situations are iuustrated by the
projections of the points X„ X2, X3 and X,. The values of index c2 are given in
table  I-2,  and  fig.   11-2   shows  the  graph  of  the   cozTesponding  fuzay

preference relati on.

INSERT Fig. 10  Repr?§entation in the plane (g+(a,a)ct(a,a)),
for all a, b € A
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INSERT Fig. 11-1  Graph ofCl

iIi,

IiIiiiiI

a, a, a, a4

a' - a.25 0.67 a.18

a, 0.75 - 0.71 a.31

at 0.33 0.29 - a

a, 0.82 a.69 1 -

Table 11-2  Values ol c!

a, a, a, a4

INSERT Fig. 11-2  Graph ofC2

a' - 0.25 0.67 0.18

a, 0.75 - 0.83 •  0.22

a, 0.33 0.17 - 0

a4 0.82 0.78 1 -

Tat)le 11-3   Values of ci

INSERT Fig. 11-3  Graph ofCS

a, a' aa a4

a' - 0.25 0.67 a.06

a, 0.75 - 0.83 0.22

a, a.33 0.17 - a
a4 a.94 0.78 1 -
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Notes

1.  This  is   a  particulaLr  form  of  the  genera!  addi!!ue  di#ereuee  modez
TTversky,  1969,  p.  41]  apb  iff ry /,.tr,.(a)  -g,{6)I  >  0,  where t. are  real
increasing functions such that f,.(-h) = -;,.(A), for allj and for all A real
such that h = g,(a) -g,.(a), a and a € A (see also H3ouys§ou,1986, § 3]).

2.  Assuming that the bounds are not simultaneously too close to 0.

3.  linear   programing   approaches   for   the   indete.rmination   problem
usually use weak inequalities to avoid well-known "troubling questions"
Hazen, 1986, p. 98].
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Captions

Fig.1  Arise(a, b)

Fig. 2  Plane (g+(a, 6), g+(b, a))

Fig. 3  Positions of rectangle j3a,

Fig. 4  Possible positions of parallelepiped V

Fig. 5  Defihition of c2

Fig. 6  Defroition of c3(a, a) for 3 criteria

Fig. 7  Translation of ff®,

Fig. 8  Representation of the problem in the plane of the trade-off rates se„
Sol

Fig. 9  Representation in axis g(a, a), for all a,, b e A

Fig. 10  Representation in the plane (g+(a,a),g+(b,a)), for all a, b e A

Fig.11-1  Graph of c,
Fig.11-2  Graph of cz
Fig.11-3  Graph of c3
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m21                „2' in 2\                 M2| in z'                 fuq'

Figure 4  Possible positions ol parallelepiped V
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g'( a, b) g|a,b)=mBb      g(a.

g' ( a. b)

Figure 5  Definition ol a

nana & Vincke]
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in 2,              "2'

Figure 6   Delinition ol q(a. b) tor 3 criteria

nana & Vincke]
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Figure 7  Translation ot Hto
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Sol

Figure 8   Bepresenta`ion ol the problem in the plane ol the trade-otf rates S2„ S.,

[Bana & Vincke]
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Figure 9   Bepresentation in axis g(a. b), for all a, b €  A
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a.4               0. 8

a.3    a.43

Figure 10   Bepresentalion in the plane (g+(a,b),g+(b,a)), tor all a, b €  A

[Bana & Vincke]
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a, < 0:ZE-

+.0.6?
i,O.7.`.

a2

a.<        --+-`a.

Flgure 11-1   Graph of c,
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< 0.7§-  --

a3<
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a2

a.

Plgure 11-2  Graph of C2
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Figiire 11-3  Graph ol c!
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